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ABSTRACT
We describe an emerging application of data mining in the
context of computer networks. This application concerns the
problem of predicting the size of a flow and detecting ele-
phant flows (very large flows). Flow size is a very important
statistic that can be used to improve routing, load balancing
and scheduling in computer networks. Flow size prediction
is particularly challenging since flow patterns continuously
change and predictions must be done in real time (millisec-
onds) to avoid delays. We describe how to formulate the
problem as an online machine learning task to continuously
adjust to changes in flow traffic. We evaluate the predic-
tive nature of a set of features and the accuracy of three on-
line predictors based on neural networks, Gaussian process
regression and online Bayesian Moment Matching on three
datasets of real traffic. We also demonstrate how to use such
online predictors to improve routing (i.e., reduced flow com-
pletion time) in a network simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data centers keep growing in size and their applica-

tions are increasingly distributed. The increasing de-
mand for bandwidth is met by multiplying the num-
ber of links and paths between nodes in commodity
data centers to achieve full-bisection bandwidth. Ini-
tially, this multiplicity was not thought to be an issue
since one can easily distribute flows (packet sequences)
over all equal length paths (e.g., ECMP [7]) in order
to take advantage of the aggregate bandwidth, however
some flows consume much more bandwidth than oth-
ers and in practice some paths may become congested

while others are underutilized. This arises in part be-
cause the size of flows varies tremendously (small mice
flows of a few kilobytes to large elephant flows of many
gigabytes) and the time they occupy a path varies con-
siderably (milliseconds to hours). Since elephant flows
occupy a path much longer than mice flows, there is a
risk that the number of active flows become imbalanced
due to a concentration of elephant flows in some links.
For instance, simple heuristics that ignore flow size and
distribute flows evenly over all equal length paths (e.g.,
ECMP [7]) often lead to congestion and load balancing
heuristics must be used to detect and correct imbal-
ances. Flow size is also very important in scheduling
techniques that seek to minimize the average flow com-
pletion times (FCT) [5]. For instance, shortest job first
is a popular and effective scheduling technique that pri-
oritizes flows based on their size [13].

Recent work has shown that it is possible to infer
and even predict flow sizes for some applications. Ma-
hout [4] installs a shim layer at the end hosts to detect
elephant flows by monitoring socket buffers that exceed
some threshold. More generally, since it may not be
possible to modify the networking stack in end hosts,
several approaches have been proposed to monitor flows
in the network and detect elephants based on thresholds
with respect to the amount of data transmitted so far
or the bandwidth utilized [1, 6]. These approaches can
only detect elephant flows after they have been flowing
for a while and therefore they only permit re-routing
and re-scheduling. This is not ideal since congestion
may occur until elephant flows are detected and new
routes are chosen by load balancing or the priorities of
the elephant flows are decreased to allow mice flows to
complete without any delays.

We propose to use data mining to estimate the size
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of each flow as it starts and to detect elephant flows
without modifying any application or end host. Flow
size estimators based on machine learning can be eas-
ily inserted in logically centralized controllers for soft-
ware defined networks. Such estimators can use features
of the first few packets (e.g., packet size, header infor-
mation and TCP synchronization) to predict the size
of each flow as it starts. The predicted size can then
be made available to routing and scheduling modules
to improve traffic engineering and reduce completion
times. In this work, we describe how to use three ma-
chine learning techniques (Gaussian processes, Gaus-
sian Mixture Model with Bayesian Moment Matching
and neural networks) to estimate the size of each flow
based on historical data as well online streaming data.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re-
views previous work about elephant flow detection and
scheduling techniques based on flow sizes. Section 3 de-
scribes how to use Gaussian processes, Gaussian Mix-
ture Models and neural networks for flow size prediction
in an online fashion in order to gradually tailor predic-
tions to a network and continuously adapt to changes
in traffic patterns. Section 4 evaluates the accuracy for
flow size estimation on real data from three sites. Sec-
tion 5 evaluates the benefits of elephant flow predictions
as part of a simple routing heuritic to minimize aver-
age flow completion time in a network simulation. We
conclude in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Elephant Flow Detection
Flow size estimation techniques can be divided in

two groups: those that modify applications and/or end
hosts [4, 14, 10] and those that do not [6, 12]. While the
most reliable way of estimating flow sizes is by modi-
fying the applications to expose the size of the flows
they generate, this is not always possible. Hence, many
generic approaches have been proposed to detect ele-
phant flows by monitoring some statistics in the net-
work [1, 6, 14]. They typically define some thresholds
on the amount of data transmitted or the bandwidth
utilized and any flow that exceeds a threshold is cate-
gorized as elephant. Thresholding the amount of data
transmitted ensures that large flows are detected, but
if the rate at which the flow is generated by an appli-
cation is limited, the flow may use a negligible amount
of bandwidth, in which case there is no point flagging
this flow since it will not cause any congestion. In-
stead some systems focus on thresholding the amount
of bandwidth used [1, 6], but in heavily congested sce-
narios, many flows may compete to the point where each
flow may receive only a small portion of the bandwidth
without exceeding the threshold. The assumption is
that congestion will gradually build up due to an in-

creasing number of elephant flows, allowing the system
to detect the first few elephant flows and to re-route
them before their share of the bandwidth dips below
the threshold due to heavy competition.

Monitoring techniques are reactive in the sense that
they only detect elephant flows after they have been
flowing for some time. Realizing the limitation of the
monitoring techniques, we investigate in Section 3 the
use of three machine learning techniques (Gaussian pro-
cess, Gaussian Mixture Models and neural networks)
that can estimate flow sizes (in addition to detecting
elephant flows) and that can be trained in an online
fashion.

3. FLOW SIZE PREDICTION
We explore the use of machine learning techniques to

predict the size of each flow and detect elephant flows
as they start. Formally, we are looking for a function
f : features → size that takes as input some features
of a flow and outputs an estimate of the size of the
flow. In some cases, the function may return a distri-
bution over the size (i.e., f : features→ pdf(size)). A
single size estimate can be obtained by computing the
mean (i.e., mean =

∫
size

pdf(size) size) or the mode
(i.e., mode = argmaxsize pdf(size)) of the distribu-
tion, while the distribution indicates the confidence of
the predictor in the estimate. In other situations, we
only care about detecting elephant flows that are larger
than some threshold. The output of the function can
then be thresholded (i.e., elephant = true ⇐⇒ size >
threshold) or a classifier that directly predicts whether
a flow is an elephant or mouse can be learned (i.e.,
f : features→ {elephant,mouse}).

In the following subsections we describe the features
extracted, how they are preprocessed, the machine learn-
ing techniques that use those features and how to con-
tinuously learn by online learning.

3.1 Features and Preprocessing
We consider seven features that are readily available

for each flow: source IP, destination IP, source port,
destination port, protocol, server vs client and size of
the first three packets. Here, the first three packets
refer to the first three data packets (after the proto-
col/synchronization packets). When the protocol of
the flow is TCP, the server vs client feature indicates
whether the flow is a request initiated by a client or a
response provided by a server. The server vs client fea-
ture is absent in the case of UDP flows. The remaining
features can be extracted from the header of the first
packet. Hence flow size can be estimated immediately
upon the start of a flow.

3.2 Machine Learning Techniques
A wide range of supervised regression and classifi-
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cation techniques can be used for flow size prediction
and/or elephant detection. We consider neural net-
works, Gaussian processes and the Gaussian Mixture
Models as representative techniques. Each aglorithm
can be trained both in an offline and online fashion.

• Neural Network (NN) [3]: We used an input layer
of 106 binary nodes, two hidden layers of 60 and 40
hyperbolic tangent nodes respectively and an out-
put layer of one node. For classification, we use
the hyperbolic tangent activation function to out-
put a value between -1 and 1. When the output of
the neural network is negative, the flow is classified
as mouse and when the output is positive the flow
is classified as elephant. The 106 inputs consist
of the features described in the previous section,
where each bit is transformed into a -1/+1 value.

• Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [11]: This is
a non-parametric Bayesian model that allows us
to compute a distribution over flow sizes based on
the input features. More specifically, when given a
new flow f , the model computes a Gaussian distri-
bution N(s;µ, var) over the size s of the flow. The
predicted size s∗ of a new flow f∗ is often taken
to be the mean µ, which is a weighted sum of the
flow sizes s in the network:

s∗ = µ = K(f∗, F )[K(F, F ) + ηI]−1s (1)

Here I is the identity matrix and η is a noise esti-
mate (variance) of the flow sizes for any fixed set
of features. Suppose we have a training set of n
flows, then F denotes this set of flows and s is
a n × 1 column vector of sizes corresponding to
those flows. K(f∗, F ) is a 1 × n row vector indi-
cating the similarity between f∗ and each flow in
F . Similarly, K(F, F ) is a n×n matrix indicating
the similarity between every pair of flows in F .

• Online Bayesian Moment Matching (oBMM) [9]:
The idea is to use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
for elephant flow prediction. Let Ce denotes the
class of elephant flows and Cm denotes the class of
mice flows. We assume that feature of each class
is dervied from a GMM as follows:

x|Ce ∼
Ne∑
i=1

we
iN (x;µe

i ,Σ
e
i )

and, Similarly x|Cm ∼
Nm∑
i=1

wm
i N (x;µm

i ,Σ
m
i ),

(2)

where the parameters (we
i , µ

e
i ,Σ

e
i ) and (wm

i , µ
m
i ,Σ

m
i )

are learnt from data using online Bayesian Mo-
ment Matching (oBMM) [8]. oBMM is an tractable

online Bayesian learning algorithm for learning mix-
ture models using the method of moments. On-
line Bayesian learning for mixture models is in-
tractable because the number of terms in the pos-
terior grow at an exponential rate with the data
points observed. oBMM circumvents this prob-
lem by approximating the exact posterior with a
different family of distribution. This approximate
distribution is obtained by matching the sufficient
moments of the distribution of the exact poste-
rior. When we do prediction, we just assign a flow
with features x to class Ce if P (Ce|x) > P (Cm|x),
where P (Ce|x) and P (Cm|x) are obtained by Bayes
Theorem.

4. FLOW SIZE PREDICTION EXPERIMENTS
We report several experiments to evaluate the accu-

racy and efficiency of flow size prediction. Those ex-
periments are performed with three public datasets of
real traffic from two universities [2] and an academic
building at Dartmouth College1. Each dataset consists
of packet traces for more than 3 million flows. The
datasets from the two universities include TCP and
UDP flows, while the dataset from Dartmouth Col-
lege consists of the TCP flows of one building only
(spring02/AcadBldg16). We vary the threshold to sep-
arate elephant flows from mice flows from 10 Kb to 1
Mb. Since practitioners may choose different thresh-
olds depending on how the predictions will be used, in
the following experiments we report the accuracy of the
predictors for each threshold.

Since the percentage of elephant flows is low (12%
to less than 0.1%), the classes of elephant and mice
flows are imbalanced. This can impact negatively the
training of a classifier since the classifier will tend to
classify all flows as mice unless there is clear evidence
that a flow is elephant. To mitigate the impact of class
imbalances, we re-weight the data instances to increase
the importance of misclassifying elephant flows while
decreasing the importance of misclassifying mice flows.
More specifically, we multiply the errors associated with
elephant misclassification by a weight that is inversely
proportional to their percentage during training.

4.1 Prediction Accuracy
We evaluate the accuracy of elephant flow detection

for various flow size thresholds. We report the true pos-
itive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) which
correspond respectively the percentage of elephant flows
that are correctly identified and the percentage of mice

1http://crawdad.org/dartmouth/campus/
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flows that are correctly identified.

TPR =
# of correctly identified elephant flows

# of elephant flows
(3)

TNR =
# of correctly identified mice flows

# of mice flows
(4)

Figures 1 report the TPR and TNR of each algorithm
as we vary the classification threshold. There is a nat-
ural tradeoff between TPR and TNR, which is why the
algorithm that performs best on one measure is not usu-
ally the one that perform best on the other measure.
The neural network and the online Bayesian Moment
Matching tend to be affected by class imbalances more
than the Gaussian process which explains why their ac-
curacy often suffers as the classification threshold in-
creases. The Gaussian process is more robust to class
imbalances since it effectively maintains a distribution
over all possible hypotheses.

5. ROUTING EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we devise a simple routing policy that

uses flow size predictions to identify elephant flows and
route them via a least congested path. We compare
this approach to Equal Cost Multiple Path (ECMP) [7],
which is a simple and popular routing policy that is of-
ten used in real networks. Assuming a network with a
fixed structure, all least cost paths (in terms of the num-
ber of hops) are pre-computed for every pair of source
and destination IP addresses. When a new flow enters
the network, ECMP chooses a path from this set at
random or according to a hash function on the flow id.
In both cases, flows tend to be distributed evenly over
the set of least cost paths. However, even if the flows
are distributed perfectly evenly, congestion often occurs
since elephant flows occupy their paths much longer
than mice flows, creating load imbalances in some parts
of the network. To counter this, we devise a simple pol-
icy that inspects each new flow to predict whether it
will be an elephant or a mouse flow. If a flow is pre-
dicted to be a mouse, it is routed by ECMP, but if it
is predicted to a be an elephant, it is routed via a least
congested path. An approximately least congested path
is determined by monitoring the number of active ele-
phant flows in each link and choosing the path that will
yield the most bandwidth assuming fair sharing of the
bandwidth in each link among the elephant flows going
through each link. While it is tempting to bypass the
detection of elephant flows and route all flows (includ-
ing mice flows) via a least congested path, this does not
work well in practice. Mice flows might all be assigned
the same path, creating very short collisions that are not
detectable by most load monitors. Nevertheless, these
collisions will increase significantly the completion time
of those mice flows. Hence distributing mice flows by
ECMP works much better in practice. From now on, we

will denote by least congested (LC) path the policy that
detects elephant flows (greater than 100 Kb) based on a
flow size predictor and routes them via a least congested
path, while routing mice flows by ECMP.

In order to compare LC to ECMP, we utilize a net-
work simulator that works at the flow level (instead of
the packet level). Given a network topology, incom-
ing traffic and a routing policy, the simulator measures
the completion time of each flow. We used the network
topology shown in Fig. 2, which is a simple fat tree
topology common in data centers. There are 16 servers
groups in 4 clusters that are connected to 2 switches.
Each link has a bandwidth of 1 Gb. Instead of sim-
ulating artificial traffic, we used the real traffic from
the University 1 dataset and re-mapped the source and
destination IP addresses into 16 equal-size buckets cor-
responding to the 16 servers.

We compare the normalized flow completion time of
LC to ECMP. Here, normalized completion time is the
completion time of a flow divided by its size where the
completion time includes the time to predict flow size,
the time to route by LC or ECMP and the travel time to
reach the destination. Figures 3 and 4 compare the nor-
malized completion time of elephant and mice flows re-
spectively. The curves show the cumulative distribution
of the flows based on their normalized completion time
for different combinations of routing technique, flow size
predictor and features. The curve for ECMP serves as
a baseline. Since this is a simulation and therefore we
know the size of each flow, the curve for LC-TFS reports
what would be obtained by least cost (LC) routing if we
had access to the true flow size (TFS). In this experi-
ment, we use GPR and oBMM with different features
to predict the flow size. Comparing the other curves
labeled LC-FSP that are based on flow size predictions
(FSP) help us understand the impact of inaccurate pre-
dictions by Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) when
using features in the header of the first packet only,
the size of the first 3 Packets only or all the features
(Header&3Packets). Since GPR yields results close to
TFS, the accuracy of GPR is good enough to have a
negligible impact on routing. Figure 4 shows that there
is not much improvement possible for LC in compari-
son to ECMP for mice flows since the curve for ECMP
is very close to that of LC with TFS. This make sense
since mice flows are so short that one would not expect
much improvement in the completion time. Note that
among the curves for GPR the one based on the size
of 3 Packets only performs worse, which suggests that
the header features are very important to ensure good
results.

Table 1 compares the improvement in the 99th per-
centile normalized flow completion time achieved by
LCP over ECMP for elephant and mice flows respec-
tively. The 99th-percentile of normalized completion
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Figure 1: True Positive Rate (TPR) and True Negative Rate (TNR) for online learning

Table 1: 99th Percentile of Normalized Elephant Flow
Completion Time Improvement over ECMP

Features Algo Elephant Mice
Header GPR 6.6% -1.93%
3Packets GPR 13.66% -5.25%
Header&3Packets GPR 14.17% 0.59%
3Packets oBMM 13.5% -1.93%

time indicates the time by which 99% of the flows have
completed, which can be thought as an upper bound
while treating the remaining 1% as outliers. The re-
sults show that GPR with all the features (Header &
3Packets) achieve the best improvements for elephant
flows while slightly impacting mice flows.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we described how to use several ma-

chine learning techniques to estimate flow sizes and de-
tect elephant flows based on information that can be

extracted from the first few packets of each flow. This
approach does not require any modification to the ap-
plications or end hosts and it allows predictions to be
made immediately upon the start of each flow. This is
particularly useful in scheduling and routing since the
ability to predict the size of a flow as it starts allows us
to route it in a least congested path,therefore avoiding
congestion and mitigating the need for load balancing.
We show the use of 6 additional features that can be
extracted from the header of the first packet and TCP
synchronization, provide useful information to predict
the flow size. We also showed the benefits of elephant
detection in routing by assigning a least congested path
to elephant flows. The resulting routing policy reduced
the average flow completion time of elephant flows while
keeping the average flow completion time of mice flows
roughly the same. Based on those positive results, we
plan to implement the flow size predictors and least cost
path routing policy in a real network.
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Figure 2: Network topology
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